
Energy Consumption Management inDesignJ.SmitUniversity of Twente, Department of Electrical EngineeringNetwork Theory and VLSI-DesignPO Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlandstel. +31 53 489 2838J.Smit@el.utwente.nlAbstract|A survey of the basic issues in low powerdesign is presented, including techniques for theanalysis of energy consumption in the early designphase of analog and digital circuits. The conceptof energy complexity will be introduced in con-junction with techniques for parameterized energymanagement. The technique of energy consump-tion management will be applied to some analogand digital designs, to shows how the designer canidentify design bottlenecks and develop design al-ternatives, before starting any tedious design steps.I. IntroductionSpeed and functionality were the topics of main inter-est for the VLSI designer in recent years, however itis now clear to a group of designers of increasing size,that design for low-power will be the most challengingissue of the sub-micron era. The low power issue hasbecome important due to the fact that extreme speedlevels can only be reached for given (RISC-) architec-tures with absurd consequences for the energy con-sumption or a by a complete rethinking of the overallconcept [1,2]. The compactness of sub-micron circuits,o�ers new opportunities for designs of unprecedentedcomplexity. The nature of the energy consumption ona chip is however such that the designer is faced witha rapidly decreasing freedom as far as placement isconcerned.A thorough understanding of the concept of energymanagement should not be restricted to the tradi-tional aspects of VLSI design, like scheduling and allo-cation, logic synthesis and placement. Instead it maybe used to �nd new alternatives for complete systemsof a mixed analog and digital nature [3]. Some of theconsequences of the concept of energy complexity havealready been settled without being made explicit. The

new digital TV standard which replaces the proposedHD-MAC standard is a painful example.Other application area where energy consumption isimportant is mobile communication, i.e. GSM &DECT [3] and Digital Audio Broadcast [4]. Energymanagement techniques can be used to study the fea-sibility and cost in terms of energy consumption offully integrated IF �lters/ampli�ers in such productswhich are partially analog and partially digital ex-pressed in protocol parameters, like bandwidth, dy-namic range and rejection of adjacent channels [3].Such an analysis should however not only be used tooptimize the chip at hand, it is important as well togive feedback to those who propose a (telecom) stan-dard, such that adaptations to the protocols may bemade in favor of the price of all the products whichconform to the standard.The early evaluation of a standard with respect to theimplications on the cost of the VLSI chip, is nowadaysnot performed, due to the assumption that the calcu-lation of the energy complexity is an ill posed problemgiven the complexity of the tools at hand. It should benoted however that it is su�cient to calculate a lowerbound within a fair margin. This task is quite wellfeasible. The omission to evaluate the implicationsof a proposed standard, degrades the system designaspect, to a discipline of trial and error. Energy com-plexity management is a technique which can be usedto derive design and speci�cation alternatives, usingan energy-based lower bound to make design decisionsat high levels of abstraction.II. Energy complexityThe idea of energy complexity is to de�ne a realis-tic lower-bound for high level fundamental operations,like arithmetic, communication, data-storage, IO in499



500 Proceedings of the ProRISC Workshop on Circuits, Systems and Signal Processing 1997TABLE IFundamental operationsDigital design: Describes: Point of reference� Arithmetic Logic ! Efa Of a best full-adder design� Communication Wiring ! Switching-energy / meter� Data-storage Memories ! Dcell Diameter RAM/ROM-cell� IO-energy IO-PAD ! IO standardsN Latch Temporary variable ! Best designN D-ip-op State variables ! Best designAnalog design: Describes: Point of reference:� Resistor Coe�cients dissipates energy� Capacitor State conserves energy� Communication Wiring conserves energy� Filtering Selectivity ! Signal to Noise ratio, Degree, Q� Mixer Non-linear operation ! Signal to Noise ratio, distortion� Quantization Comparator ! Random-Signal to Noise ratioN Analog-Latch Sample & Hold ! Signal to Noise ratioN Analog-D-� Analog-State ! Signal to Noise ratioN Ampli�er Signal-gain ! Signal to Noise on the inputN Power-Amp. Power-gain ! Power to be delivered, Ampli�er Classthe digital domain, and �ltering, mixing, quantiza-tion, etc. in the analog domain, for a given CMOSprocess, based on calibrated energy consumption �g-ures from primitive operations. Examples of thismethodology can be found in [5,6,7].A. CalibrationNote that the point of reference is not constant, for in-stance Efa and E=m depend on the supply voltage VDDand Efa; E=m and Dcell depend on the dimension � ofthe process. The energy consumption of the primitiveoperations need a proper calibration procedure. Fora given process one takes the best design which con-sumes the smallest average amount of energy taken bya full-adder Efa as the reference value for bit-addition,from which the cost of high level operations like multi-plication can be derived [5,6]. The situation is slightlydi�erent for IO-Pads [1], as the standardization on agiven VDD and the desired capability to drive a largecapacitive load are the important issues, dictated bythe IO-standard at handThe energy consumption data for a digital latch andfor a digital D-ip-op are derived in a way similar tothose for a full-adder.B. NoiseIn analog designs the signal to noise ratio at theinput is, as can be seen from the table, the domi-nant �gure of merit. It is calibrated for a given pro-cess, using matching data and noise measurements.Several noise sources, spot-noise, 1=f noise, burst

noise and thermal noise, can be distinguished in asemiconductor [8]. All contribute to the equivalentnoise at the input of the ampli�er at hand. Thermalnoise over an equivalent resistor r with an energy ofv2=(r�f) = 4KT = 1:6610�20 cannot be inuencedwithin bipolar transistor circuits. Variations in Oxidethickness cause matching errors within CMOS transis-tors, with a magnitude in the 100KT range [12]. Thepresence of 1=f noise need not be a fundamental lim-itation as systems can be designed in such a way thatfrequencies approaching zero carry no information.C. LatchesA sample and hold circuit is an analog equivalent ofa digital latch. A cascode circuit can be used in ananalog latch to improve its capability to keep the sig-nal value, in the same way that a feedback circuit isused to retain the value in a digital latch. A pair oflatches forms an edge triggered D-ip-op.D. FiltersAn analog continuous time �lter, should be properlyscaled to reach its complexity limit. The proportion-ality with the degree is due to the fact that multiplestate variables are present. Note also the proportion-ality to the Q factor for RC-active �lters.E. Signal representationIt is good practice to use data-words with random bit-values in the de�nition of the energy complexity of adigital design. This is quite useful when the signal



Energy Consumption Management in Design 501statistic is `unknown', an additional advantage is thatit makes no di�erence whether the random data comesfrom one source or the other, i.e. the cost of on-chipcommunication is independent of the way in whichthe signals are transported, i.e. in which busses areconnected.For analog �lters and mixers it is good practice to as-sume an harmonic signal, and to relate its e�ectivevalue to the e�ective value of the noise. In-band dis-tortion is considered as an additional noise source inanalog designs.F. ComparatorsComparators are fundamental building blocks in A/Dconverters. They are used to build a circuit whichforms a digital quotient together with an analog re-mainder, which is usually a signal with a random sig-nal distribution. So the statistics of the remainderare better described with a uniform signal distribu-tion over the analog output range.G. Signal to Noise ratioAny ratio of a signal to the noise level should take ef-fective signal values (RMS) into account. The signalto noise ratio of an analog system should at least �tin the dynamic range at the critical location(s), i.e. itis good practice to consider the noise and the signallevel at the input of an ampli�er. An increased area ofan input transistor has as e�ect that the noise voltagedeclines, as well as the signal voltage, provided thatthe signal to noise ratio is kept constant, as the signaland the noise voltage are present on the same capaci-tor. A desired signal to noise ratio is typically reachedthrough sizing of the critical (input) transistor(s) andadaptation of the signal level.H. Passive componentsResistors and capacitors are used together with am-pli�ers within an analog �lter to produce the desiredtransferfunction, which actually solves a linear di�er-ence equation. Note that a passive analog �lter doesnot introduce any noise, nor does it consume energy.This indicates that it is a possible option to realizean analog �lter function at low energy consumptionlevels using a combination of non-tuned passive �lterfunctions, in combination with a tuned analog coun-terpart. This technique may be needed to extend theuse of analog �lters to applications in which extremelyhigh frequencies are used in combination with a high

dynamic range.In most applications it will be desired to design anRC-active analog �lter, i.e. without passive inductors.The R component is frequently realized using a twoport with a given transconductance.I. Beyond componentsThe energy consumption of complex digital buildingblocks like for instance adders and multipliers can becalculated from the energy consumption of the build-ing blocks: `full-adders' and `and' circuits. Extra en-ergy is dissipated, when compared to the energy-sumdue to the individual building blocks. This is due tothe fact that computations are started in a partiallyarbitrary input state which can be for instance the ini-tial value of Cin signal, in an adder. A combinatorialdigital circuit will `iterate' to the steady state withoutany need for a synchronization or clock signal. Thise�ect is known as `rippling'The overall energy consumption of an m-bits widecarry-ripple adder can be described in terms of the av-erage energy consumption of a full-adder, multipliedwith the number of bits m, per word, multiplied withthe ripple factor: �(m).One may argue that the ripple factor of an arithmeticbuilding block should always be equal to one. This sit-uation can be reached for individual full-adders, how-ever a substantial overhead should be taken into ac-count when a ripple factor of 1 should be reached fora complete circuit as well, like for instance an m-bitsadder or an m � n bits multiplier.1. The overhead is either:Eff + Efa)=Efa == (1:8pJ + 2:5pJ)=2:5pJ = 1:72;due to the insertion of extra D-ip-ops, or:2. A similar factor due to the use of asynchronouslogic.J. The e�ect of wiringWiring causes an increased energy consumptionwithin a digital circuit, whereas most analog de-signs can be arranged such that the wiring capacitorsare placed in parallel with the capacitors which arepresent anyhow. It is in this latter case possible totake the wiring fully into account in the nominal de-sign without a�ecting the energy consumption. Thisis why capacitors and wiring (communication) is clas-si�ed as energy conserving. The easiest way to take



502 Proceedings of the ProRISC Workshop on Circuits, Systems and Signal Processing 1997wiring into account in a digital design is to extend allwires of a cell until the amount of energy consumeddue to data transport equals the amount of energy dueto arithmetic. This value is by de�nition the powerradius Rpd of the cell at hand.The power radius of a full-adder is 0.7 mm in an 1�m5V process. It is useful to express the power radiusof a cell in its own size. This is 10� the height fora full-adder or 30� its width. The power radius of amultiplier is of the order of 35� its height and width.Note that the power radius gives useful informationabout the amount of overhead due to placement.K. Data storageAnalog circuits have a poor data retention when com-pared to their digital counterparts. This is mainly dueto charge which leaks over di�usion areas from the rel-atively small capacitors to ground. Large amounts ofdigital values can be stored in a RAM. The e�ect ofleakage is in most cases negligible. Instead it is thetransport of the data which consumes energy.A RAM with N words of widthW, uses A =2 log(N)address bits. It contains WN Ram cells with diam-eter: Dcell = Hcell +Wcell. The diameter of a RAMis hence: Dram = Hram + Wram = DpWN . Theamount of energy needed to transport W-bits widedata words over a distance Dram is:Eram = WpWNDcellE=m�acc�ovWith an access e�ciency: �acc � 18 for an SRAM ar-chitecture, and an overhead e�ciency: �ov =W=(W+A). III. Energy Management in DesignA. The problemThe increased density of VLSI realizations makes itpossible to integrate increasingly larger systems on asingle chip. Increased functionality at the same clock-rate will not a�ect the overall energy consumptionprovided that the area is kept constant. It is howeverattractive to utilize the increased speed capability ofthe new process as well. This results in an increasedpower density for digital designs, which limits our ca-pability to fully exploit new processes. The creation ofdesigns which consume a minimal amount of energyfor a given function is hence an issue of major im-

portance. This objective can be met with the energymanagement methodology:Energy management is the part of the design processin which the predicted energy consumption of the de-sign under construction, is related to the lower boundof the energy consumption, with the aim to approxi-mate the lower bound as good as possible.It is likely that a solution rather close to the fun-damental limit, can be costly in terms of the e�ortneeded, to reach it. The general design issue is hencenot to come as close to the fundamental limit, butto come su�ciently close without high incurred costs.This objective can only be met in an e�ective waywhen all design libraries used o�er a solution whichcomes su�ciently close to the fundamental limit.Any design e�ort which starts an optimization basedon a sub-optimal library will likely result in a sub-optimal partitioning of the design as well.This has as e�ect that a subsequent introduction of anenergy e�cient library may not contribute to a betterre-implementation of the design at hand.This is not only an issue of concern for random accessmemories, which sometimes come with an access e�-ciency of 1/800 instead of the `fair' value of 1/8, it isquite important for A/D and D/A converters too, asthey have an even higher energy overheadB. MethodologyA good methodology starts with the calculation of aparameterized survey in the form of a pie-chart forthe energy consumption of a feasible design for theproblem at hand. The basic contributions are bestexpressed in terms of a fundamental limit with ad-ditional overhead. Design alternatives which do notchange the energy consumption are considered next.For instance a digital part of a design in which alloperands represent random data can be repartitionedin space and time, without a�ecting its energy con-sumption, as long as any extra registers needed tostore intermediate results require negligible energy.The same is true for an analog design provided thatthe S/N ratio is kept invariant. Sub-circuits like forinstance the quantizers used within an A/D converterwhich produce N-bits and an analog remainder, forwhich a realization close to5 the fundamental limitis not known, should be analyzed up to their prim-itives, in order to be able to categorize the energyconsumption as fundamental, useful to reach 'addi-tional' speci�cations such as linearity, monoticity etc.



Energy Consumption Management in Design 503and superuous, to indicate details which may need aredesign.C. A mixed A/D exampleAn example of a circuit with analog as well as digi-tal parts is the multistage A/D converter of Figure 1.Such a circuit was considered in [13] for A/D conver-sion in GSM base stations. Each quantizer converts an
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Fig. 1. Multistage A/D convertoranalog input signal (bold-line) into a digital quotientrepresented with Ni bits (thin-line) and an analog re-mainder (bold). The converter can be pipelined usinganalog D ip-ops (indicated with a corner marker)as well as digital D ip-ops (indicated with a linemarker). A quantizer Q which is able to convert Nbits at once, is called a ash converter. It consists ofa voltage divider and 2N identical comparators on theanalog side and a conversion function on the digitalside which converts a thermometer code into an n-bitscode. The analog input signal is represented by theconcatenation of the delayed bits produced by indi-vidual quantizers. A n-bit ash A/D converter has anenergy consumption which is, due to the duplication,2N times the energy consumption for the conversionof a single bit. The minimal amount of energy neededfor conversion of a single bit with an error margin ofn� is of the order: 4 n K T = n 1:6610�20 .A practical converter, with corrections for distortiondue to second harmonics (costfactor 2) & monotonic-ity (costfactor 2), realized in CMOS technology shouldideally dissipate an amount of energy per sample, for5� accuracy: � 5 100 K T 2 2 = 8:3 10�18 An N -bitconverter should handle voltages at the �rst compara-tor stage of an amplitude which is 2N times the quan-tization step. We have to take the triangular shapeintroduced in the quantization process into accountas well. Hence the total amount of energy needed forconversion is: E = n 100 K T 4 1:5 22N = 815 fJ forN = 8.The actual energy consumption for the converter pub-lished in [9] is 1nJ per sample. This implies that either

the converter is implemented less ideally and that thevoltage levels used on the data-path, which are of theorder of a few volts, are about 35 times larger thanpredicted by the model.A piece-wise linear converter characteristic can beguaranteed in a con�guration which uses two quantiz-ers, one which calculates the quotient q and a positiveremainder r, and one which calculates the quotientq1 = q + 1 and a negative remainder r1, such thatr � r1 is the unit for the next stage.Let us now come to points of overall importance inA/D converter design. Any quantizer with a highradix has an high energy overhead due to the expo-nential factor 2Ni. A multistage A/D converter, likethe one shown in Figure 1 consumes 1=2Ni times theamount of energy in subsequent stages due to the re-duced requirements for the signal to noise ratio in thenext stage, provided that an interstage ampli�er isused. I.e. a radix 2 converter, uses 1 + 12 + 14 ! twicethe basic amount dissipated in the �rst stage. Elim-ination of even distortion terms and circuitry whichguarantees piece-wise linearity each introduce anotherfactor of two energy-overhead.Is a fully digital sigma delta approach a solution? Theanswer is no, in that case there is a need for 2N sub-sequent comparisons. This is as bad as a full ashconverter.Let me make some �nal remarks about the pipelining,which extends the maximal speed of the converter ofFigure 1 with a factor of two. Note that the discus-sion was not how fast the converter would be, but howmuch energy would be used. It is quite well possible,i.e. without inclusion of (analog & digital) pipelineregisters, to obtain the same speed through duplica-tion of A/D converter circuitry. Note that the energyconsumption of analog pipeline registers is 1=2N thebasic energy consumption need of the �rst stage whena radix n stage is used. Note that analog pipelineregisters should be duplicated whenever the internalcircuitry is duplicated, so their relative cost is inde-pendent of any concern for linearity and monoticity.The energy consumption of digital pipeline registers isproportional with the number of bits stored in the reg-ister. This cost scales with V 2DD=�2. I.e. the energyconsumption for digital operations on signals is mainlyproportional with the number of bits. This makes itattractive, from a point of energy consumption, torealize circuitry which corrects the overall convertercharacteristic in the digital domain.



504 Proceedings of the ProRISC Workshop on Circuits, Systems and Signal Processing 1997So far, an helicopter view has been used to look at theproblem of A/D converter design. When it comes tothe realization of a speci�c converter it is importantto study its internal construction as well. For instancethe actual division of the input signal in equal parts,within the quantizer can be performed using a volt-age or current mode divider with matched resistorsor transistors, on one hand, or with charge sharingtechniques on the other hand. Note that the �rst twooptions consume energy even when there is no con-version going on. Energy consumption in the steadystate is however avoided in the last option.To conclude this example it may be clear that energymanagement techniques can be used to analyze thebasic features of a design at hand. A pie-chart, inwhich the lower bounds for all contributions to theenergy consumption are given can be used to identifythe most critical design issues. Once this has beenidenti�ed it becomes important to formulate the prob-lem once again with rather abstract alternatives, like`voltage/current' division versus `charge sharing' andto work on the most promising option. It is good tostudy realizations of semiconductor circuits with en-ergy consumption as the main �gure of merit. Thishas resulted in a 20-fold reduction in the energy con-sumption of an FFT processor [4,10]. In addition itgives new insights in the desired architecture of �eldprogrammable arrays which could replace full customchips.The situation is quite extreme when A/D conversion istaken as an illustrative example, as practical realiza-tions are almost never as much a factor 19,000 fromthe optimum. Nevertheless it could be shown thattransformations in which this factor is taken constantare quite useful. The extreme overhead factor in theanalog domain can be attributed to the fact that sig-nal handling in the presence of a noisy substrate is anart for the analog domain, whereas it is solved due toproperly de�ned noise margins in the digital domain.Nevertheless it are the mixed applications which de-serve much attention during the speci�cation of ab-stract systems.At this point education of designers of chips as wellas standards is highly needed. Simple concepts likethe need for calibration of the energy consumption ofbasic building blocks and the notion of the power ra-dius to be able to reason about placement in digitaldesigns are crucial. It has been shown that these con-cepts di�er in the analog and the digital domain. This
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